6.0 fuel pump upgrade

It started off life like any normal truck engine. Iron heads, small cam and the old SBC crank rear
flange thickness. That changed in when GM threw in the bigger cam and aluminum heads
designed for the LQ9. The LQ9 was introduced in for the Cadillac Escalade and was found in
top-of-the-line trucks until It cranked out horsepower, had Because of their strength, these
engines are likely to see a power-adder sooner than later. Do they have a downside? Just one.
At pounds, the block is lbs. Trucks often come with mechanical fans that sap horsepower. An
electric fan kit will free up the power. At this point, we recommend you talk to your chassis dyno
tuner and decide on a computer programmer. It also makes it easier tune for a bigger cam and
injectors later on. Before you go, make sure to install a colder thermostat to open up the tuning
window. Regardless of whether you add a power-adder, the original camshaft is small and
should be jettisoned immediately. An LS3 or LS9 cam makes good power, but not where you
want it. What you need is a cam that delivers a gut-punch right where the converter hits. We
recommend a dedicated truck cam. To maximize torque in the mid-range, manufactures close
the intake valve at about 40 degrees. Beyond that,. The stock rockers are good to lbs. You will
want to install a trunnion kit for added reliability. In general, the LQ4 and LQ9 will see boost or
nitrous before serious head work. Custom tuning will be required to properly adjust the fuel and
ignition timing. Keep in mind, the best injectors are fully characterized which helps your tuner
maximize idle quality etc. When running boost, you can use a water-methanol system to supply
extra fuel and lower charge air temps. The factory pump is good to about whp. Many fuel
system upgrade options are available. Drop-in fuel pump modules and external pumps are
popular. If you have a power adder, the intake and throttle body can take a backseat for a while
longer. The factory truck-style manifold has long runners for better low-end torque. Porting the
intake is one option and a good value. The F. Truck engine bays also accommodate Tunnel
Rams. These trade a little bit of torque down low for more up highâ€”and nothing looks cooler.
Ask your tuner about going with a Speed Density tune. Doing so removes the MAF restriction
and will give you a bit more power. They have stronger wristpins, thicker ring lands, and the
added valve reliefs allow you to run big cams. There are exceptions, but Gen. The LQ4 and LQ9
cranks were cast but strong. The main reason for going with a stroker forged crank is for the
added cubic inches. The extra cubes bring boost on quicker which means you can use bigger
turbos. There is no replacement for displacement. The cylinders can be safely over-bored 0.
When combined with a 4. The blocks have been known to withstand whp with proper machining,
racing fuel and an excellent tune. My series LQ9 has miles still runs smooth as a Cadillac,
though I do keep rpm below It routinely passes smog in ca, keep waiting for it to give up, it
doesnt, still delivers pulling heavy construction loads. I expected it to blow k miles ago and it
keeps on going. Although, I noticed today that the head gasket is likely blown, hence the
research on rebuildingâ€¦. I have an lq4 and an LAS supercharger. Need the best pistion crank
and rods to use that wont break the bank. Also are gm ls3 heads with an ls9 cam good enough
to get me hp. I need to know what combo to buy that will get me hp thanks fir your help. Texas
speed racing look for forgery steel rotating assembly for lq4. I have a 6. I would like to know if
this engine is a gen 3 or 4? Does it have floating pins and better rods? Either way is nice, but
would love to know for fact. If it has only one sensor in the front timing cover then it is a Gen 3.
If it has two it is a Gen 4. All HO and Cadillacs that got the 6. However they are still gen3
engines. Pingback: Ask Away! They are excellent quality and the best value. They come in
versions for Gen. Daniel, it is likely a gen. No plugs on the front cover. I have a HD 6. Will my 03
aluminum heads bolt up? What gasket kit do I use to if I can use heads? Wanting to do cam
swap and possibly LS3 heads. But I use as my daily driver and pull a inclosed trailer on
occasions. What do you prefer on cam size and should I use truck flow for heads n cam or do
you have any suggestions? Check out Vinci cams, their trucker cam is great, and I plan on
upgrading my cam and springs with their parts soon on my 03 Denali. What do you prefer on
cam size and should I use trick flow for heads n cam or do you have any suggestions? I
swapped from 5. Long tube headers with 3 inch mandrel bend back cat. New rockers and push
rods new rod and main bearings. Everyday driver averaging I would like more power however
realize trans will need beefed up. Looking to get whp through a t In a c10 pickup and an lq4.
Thank you for any input. To chime back in, the 6 liter in the 05 model truck was a gen 4 style. It
had floating wristpins, the better rods. However, every main bearing in it was scarred and no oil
pressure. Somebody probably ran it without oil. I sold the motor and truck. Now planning on
installing a 99 model 6 liter in a 69 Corvette. Was looking at cam ideas, and stall options for the
4L80e. Those converters are expensive! I have a LQ4 that I would like to add a little power and
cleaner look for the injection. My pedal will not communicate with the tbody. Things are going
good. What is the best rad design to use for my car , place it where the old rad was or put in in
front of where the old rad was and add electric fans. Pingback: LQ4 6. Has anyone ever installed
head on the LQ4. I have a set I can install. But my plan is cam swap with truck cam , comp

springs ,lifters tray, chain ,pump. And I fear above a 93 octane. Even though I have HP tuner.
Any advice greatly appreciated. Will sense i will be diving into motor what can I do for a little
more power and still pass smog. Thanks for your question. I have a Sierra LQ4 with k miles and
a knock. Pingback: Extra Stuffing! Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Intake
Duration 0. Still can drive daily. Engine Size Bore Dia. Piston Comp. Author: Brian Nutter After a
stint in the U. The early part of his automotive career included working for engine builders Scott
Shafiroff and C. Batten, followed by several years developing performance pistons at Wiseco
Piston Co. Jason Brenton says: December 13, at am. Jason Powell says: December 3, at pm.
Rob says: September 10, at pm. Danial Miller says: December 21, at pm. BigDaddyRabbit says:
February 7, at pm. Eric S Vaughn says: December 24, at am. Brian Nutter says: February 18, at
am. Jeff Mann says: March 3, at pm. Plato says: March 29, at pm. Simon Barrow says: May 31, at
pm. Their customer service was very knowledgeable and a big help. Devon Thomas says: May
13, at pm. Tom says: June 1, at pm. Steve bradford says: July 8, at pm. Can a SS Lq9 6. Ken
Strait says: July 23, at pm. Chad says: August 8, at pm. Danial Miller says: August 22, at pm.
Tim Pedigo says: August 23, at pm. Thanks Tim. Bradley Rob Sauceda says: December 5, at pm.
Roger Jr. Darnell says: March 19, at am. Mike says: January 12, at pm. John says: February 24,
at pm. Ronald M Bennett says: March 4, at pm. Si will be pulling heads off to replace lifters and
may need valve job. Thanking you in advance. OnAllCylinders says: March 5, at am. Corey
Osgood says: July 2, at am. Heriberto P Avila says: November 26, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel
Your email address will not be published. Fly-cutting the pistons may be required. Order
Shipping may take longer due to increased online demand. We process orders as quickly as
possible but delays by carriers may occur. One of the most common requests that we have
come in is what electric fuel pump should be used in order to install an LS engine or to do an
EFI swap. There are thousands of different fuel pump options when you look at factory fuel
pumps, OEM replacements, aftermarket fuel pumps, high performance, E85 compatibility and
high flow options. First, we need to determine your flow rate requirements and this is based on
your horsepower goals and type of fuel used. If you recall from the article we wrote about hose
size selection there is a formula you can use to determine the required fuel flow rate. That
article can be found here. In the interest of saving you time we will showcase the most popular
fuel pump options for LSx swaps and fuel injection installs and what HP they are capable of
supporting including E85 compatibility. Hot Rod fuel hose sells both in-tank and inline fuel
pumps to support a number of different applications. Depending on the type of sending unit and
tank or fuel cell you will be utilizing you may only have the option of running an in-line pump. If
the horsepower level you are seeking will support an in-tank pump and you have that option we
strongly recommend it. As pumps are built to push fuel rather than pull fuel this helps to reduce
the amount of work the fuel pump needs to do in order to get the fuel out of the tank. The
exception to this would be Gen V LS engines with direct injection which have a higher-pressure
requirement. Always choose the proper fuel pressure regulator for your application. We have
many different options that can be found here. You will notice on the pumps below that those
that are compatible with EFI have a lower HP rating compared with gasoline. The reason that
this happens is that in order to produce an equal amount of energy or HP from E85 takes more
fluid approx. All ratings are for naturally aspirated engines, boosted applications will have
different flow requirements please contact us if you require a fuel pump for a boosted
application. Features 10mm x 1. Is compatible with many different sending units across many
different applications both factory and aftermarket. Conversion to Hot Rod fuel hose line and
AN fittings will depend on the sending unit used please contact us and we will be happy to help
you figure out which adapter fittings are needed. Aeromotive â€” In Tank fuel pump â€” A great
option for keeping a factory looking install using the OEM sending unit while supporting an
increased flow rate to L. This pump follows the GM style design but still supports many different
applications. Higher horsepower applications than this will need many more questions
answered, we suggest you reach out and we would be happy to help you plan out your entire
fuel system. As experts in the area of fuel delivery we would be happy to help you plan out your
system from pump to rails. Contact us HERE. As always Hot Rod fuel hose provides high
quality hose, fittings, pumps, filters, and regulators for LS swaps, EFI conversions, and any
other application where AN fittings and line may be used. Click below to check out all of our
available products. With fuel pressure being a 58psi and expected hp to the wheels. What is the
best way to setup my fuel system? Just added to your cart. Continue shopping. Close search.
Choosing an Inline fuel pump or an in-tank fuel pump â€” What is the best option? In tank fuel
pumps operate at a cooler temperature as they are submerged in fuel in turn which helps to
prolong the fuel pump life. The install appears cleaner and less fittings are needed on the fuel

line. On very High Horsepower applications it may be necessary Replacement of a failed pump
can be completed more easily than in tank. David Gray February 22, Jonathan May 20, Kelvin
Smith May 3, Tony Hunt January 11, Leave a comment Name. It simply supplies the main
injection system. On a pre Duramax or late-model Cummins, these pumps supply a CP3 CP4 on
the new Duramax and Power Stroke, VE rotary or P pumps on the earlier Cummins with a
low-pressure supply of fuel that is generally less than 10 psi on stock trucks. The CP3â€” the
main, high-pressure injection pumpâ€”takes this low-pressure supply and ramps it up to a
maximum of 26, psi again, on stock trucks. It then injects it into the cylinder, creating the
combustion event. Duramax trucks, with the exception of the newest LML models, do not have a
traditional lift pump installed from the factory. The CP3, mounted on the engine, pulls all the fuel
it needs from the tank. While this is an issue for another discussion, without a lift pump this can
cause problems, including but not limited to air-contaminated fuel, collapsed lines, and
stressed CP3s. There is no CP3 to ramp the pressure to 28, psi. The early-model Power Strokes
use high-pressure oil and a series of differently sized pistons within the injector pressurize the
fuel. Warren Diesel recommended we replace the stock lift pump with something larger that
could keep up with the new, larger injectors. Knowing us, never being able to let good enough
be, Kenneth at High Speed Performance recommended his high-volume fuel system with a
2-micron filter and water separator. The regulated return, simply stated, helps keep fuel supply
pressure at peak levels even at high rpm where the fuel demand is high. The banjo fitting is
what supplies each head with fuel. The factory systema feeds fuel to the heads through lines
into two small holes in the banjo bolt right. The new HSP system will flow much more fuel
directly into each head through this new fitting left. He chose this location due to its ease of
access. Next up we assembled the HSP kit. The kit includes a water separator as well as a
2-micron filter. It takes a supply from the tank and first sends it to the water separator. Fuel then
goes through the Fuelab pump to the filter. Post filter, the fuel is fed to this regulator. The
regulator is adjustable for about any situation. With all parts loosely mounted, Lezamo then
slowly tightened every fitting to be sure nothing would be kicked out of alignment, thereby
causing a leak. Generally, this type of fuel system would be mounted on the outside of the
frame, but our Excursion has rear air conditioning as well as factory running boards that get in
the way. A custom bracket was made and welded to the frame inside the rail. The pump
assembly was then bolted in its new home once and for all. Wiring was extremely simple as the
Ford comes from the factory with a small supply pump. All Lezama needed to do was cut the
factory plug off and wire it to the new pump. However, the Fuelab pump has two speeds: high
and reduced. Kenneth from High Speed Performance advised us to simply ground the speed
selector wire. This would put the pump in reduced power mode. Next, Lezama dropped the tank
to install the new draw straw and fuel return fitting. The factory supply and return fittings are
way too small to supply our new High Speed Performance kit and Warren Diesel injectors.
Lezama needed to drill out the factory sending unit assembly to accept two new supplied
fittings, one of which would be for the new draw straw. For our Excursion with the rear-mounted
tank, Lezama had to remove roughly 7 inches. This put the tube about a half of an inch off the
floor of the tank. HSp supplied us with this fitting for the return. It uses two O-ring washers, one
on either side of the tank, to provide a tight seal. HSP recommends using a small amount of
silicone sealant as well to help ensure a perfect seal. The pick-up tube also utilizes this type of
seal. The fuel lines then thread on using AN-type fittings. Once tight, the tank could then be
reinstalled into the Excursion. Before calling the tank done, Lezama did a quick check with his
camera scope to make sure there was plenty of room between the cab and fuel pick-up tube. No
surprise, we were good to go. With the tank done, pump mounted and the lines plumbed into
the heads, all that was left was to plumb the system: return and supply from the tank to the
pump, and the supply to the distribution T that feeds the heads. After cycling the key a couple
dozen times and cracking the fuel lines at the heads to bleed the air out of the system, Lezama
started the 6. He let it idle for a half an hour before taking it on a spirited test drive to be sure all
of the air was out of the injectors. Parts Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. We use cookies to
optimise our website and give you the best experience on our website. Your Cart. Ford 6.
Product Compare 0. Show: 25 48 50 75 Part Number: Replace the small factory fuel tank on your
Ford 6. Add to Wish List Compare this Product. SPE 6. Take your Ford 6. Brand: Bosch Part
Number: C Made by Bosch, the original equipment manufacturer. Bosch Part Number: C When
installing a bottom sump with your AirDog or Fass Pump most trucks end up with an open fuel
supply and or return line. You no longer hav.. Brand: Bosch Part Number: Includes:Bosch
reman 6. Genuine Bosch reman CP4 pump. Includes:CP4 Injection pump with fuel metering v..
Fits 6. This plug is a separate part and does not come with the cap. If you're tired of over-paying
for upper fuel filter replacements on your - 6. Not only does this.. For 6. Bosch Replacement left
hand fuel injection rail for Ford 6. Comes with fuel rail pressure sensor and fuel pressure

limiting valve May take business days before part ships out. If you are in a hurry please call for
shipping quote. Bosch part number: Replaces Fo.. One of the most critical parts of your truck is
it's fuel system! We have created a completely new mounting system for your FASS or AirDog
that compliments an already great fuel system. Simply install this fitting in-line for a has..
Keeping Original Equipment Manufacturer OEM product as the preferred service part so
vehicles and equipment continue to perfor.. System comes with 2 spare filters. The Ford 6.
Exergy Performance 6. The new 10mm Stroker Pump from Exergy is the perfect option for those
wanting to increase high-pressure fuel while still maintaining a factory appearance under the
hood, especially for those running classes requiring factory components We originally
developed this wiring harness for use with the Fuelab fuel pump in our High Performance Fuel
Delivery Kit. We have since modified the design to make it more "universal". It is configured
specifically for use with the Ford Super Duty trucks, with the relay trigger being located where
th.. This kit is used to properly service the entire engine fuel system, that contains everything
that is to be replaced in cases of contamination. It does not come with the DCFM or the fuel
cooler assembly. Those can be flushed or.. The premade wiring harness with sealed electrical
connectors offer qiuck and easy instal.. Injector comes with line. Core charge applies. Price is
per injector only. Unless "Entire Set" field is selected. For those of you that desire more of a DIY
kit this is the basic with fuel plate, filter, and Deatschwerks pump. For those of you that desire
more of a DIY kit this is the basic with fuel plate, filter, and Fuelab pump. This is the stainless
steel high pressure fuel line that is used in our Ford 6. This can be used as a replacement or
when fabricating custom dual pump setups. Protect the fuel system in your Ford with the XDP 6.
It's no secret that the factory-equipped CP4 Pump in your truck is known to fail. When it does,
the damaged internals of your CP4 quickly contaminate the fuel that is used to lubricate the
pump. That c.. In most cases this doubles the fuel capacity of American-made diesel pickup
trucks made after The Alliant Fuel Transfer Pump is a direct replacement for the factory pump in
your Ford 6. This stock replacement pump is covered by the Alliant Power month unlimited
mileage warranty. Fits all - Ford 6. This product may not work with the EGR cooler installed. It
may need to be removed. This product MUST be u.. This is the wiring harness that is included
with our LML and Ford 6. Fits most common-rail FCAs. These parts meet stringent requirements
for fit, finish, structural integrity, corrosion protection and dent resistanc.. Cookie Notice. Our
website uses cookies to enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our website
gives us your consent for the use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy policy to
see how these cookies are used. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Filter.
Air Oil and Fuel Filter Kit. Anti-Dieseling Relay Connector. Electric Fuel Pump. Electronic
Control Unit. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Cap. Fuel Filter
Housing Seal Kit. Fuel Filter Kit. Fuel Filter Set. Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel Injection
Pump Timer. Fuel Injector Control Module. Fuel Injector Retaining Bracket Socket. Fuel Injector
Sleeve. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Pressure Regulator Service Kit. Fuel
Pressure Sensor. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Control Module. Fuel
Pump Driver Module. Fuel Pump Driver Module Connector. Fuel Pump Flange Gasket. Fuel
Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring
Harness. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Fuel Screen. Fuel
Sending Unit. Fuel Separator. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank
Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank Selector Valve. Fuel Tank Sender Assembly. Fuel Tank
Strap. Fuel Tank and Pump Assembly. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Horizontal Fuel
Conditioning Module. Low Fuel Warning Relay Connector. Oil Filter and Fuel Filter Kit. Pressure
Regulator Seal. Pressure Sensor. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate
Control. Cooling System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical.
Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra
Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Click to
Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Brock Fuel Pump. Wheel Base. With Pump.
Motorcraft Fuel Pump - In-Line. Product List Price:. Motorcraft Fuel Pump. Motorcraft Fuel Pump
and Sender Assembly. TYC Fuel Pump. Brute Power Electric Fuel Pump. Features: Carter
Electric Fuel Pumps are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled
manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps deliver optimum
performance while providing long life. Carter Fuel Systems replacement Electric Pumps
consistently deliver fuel at the precise pressure and flow rate the vehicle demands. Carter Fuel
Pump - Front. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are
made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing
procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented
high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to
corrosive fuel blends and additives. Carter Fuel Pump - Rear. Features: Carter Electric Fuel

Pumps and Strainer Sets are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled
manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets
deliver optimum performance while keeping your fuel system free from any type of solid
contaminants and impurities. Airtex E Electric Fuel Pump. Features: Meet or exceed OE
specifications. Airtex Fuel Pump - Front. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump - Rear.
Autobest Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest F Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump.
Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and
knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of
vehicles and model years. Exact fit original equipment replacements means easy installation
Consistent pressure at all operating temperatures results in quick start-ups Delphi is a global
OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards All pumps are
functionally tested for correct operation Pump is designed for diesel engines and applications.
Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of
premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi
recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit
FC01 is recommended. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to
Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and
guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical
system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested
and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Notes: Fuel
Pump and Strainer Set -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump
failure. Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under
extreme temperatures with quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump
performance as a result of Delphi's innovative design and durability Restores fast pressure
performance and system integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy Part is
validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump - In-Line. Delphi
Fuel Pump Assembly. Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank opening to permit
integrated filter in reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy efficient operation
Active reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel supply in reservoir
Passive reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes High capacity filter
media helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable in-tank fuel filter for
markets with poor qualit. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features: Direct replacement - this fuel pump is
designed to match the fit and function of the original pump on specified applications Restores
functionality - reliable replacement for an original part that has seized or failed due to internal
component failure Durable construction - this part is made from quality materials to ensure
reliable performance and long service life Trustworthy quality - backed by team of product
experts in the United States and more than a century of automotive experience. Bosch Fuel
Pump Assembly. Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon
ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch
Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards as our
OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually
eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate under
extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life
All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and
performance. Spectra Premium Electric Fuel Pump. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. Features: Built In The U. Notes: Electric Fuel Pump Kit -- rear tank; with ca
emissions. Motorcraft Fuel Pump Assembly. Image is not vehicle specific. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Brock Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Precise Fuel Pump and Strainer
Set. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump. Catalog: E. Catalog: P. Catalog: K. Catalog: Q. Catalog: S.
Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Catalog: N. Catalog: H. Exact fit original equipment replacements means
easy installation Consistent pressure at all operating temperatures results in quick start-ups
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards All
pumps are functionally tested for correct operation Pump is designed for diesel engines and
applications Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are
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built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications
and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's

electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated,
tested and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground
This Part Fits:. Catalog: C. Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards
Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel
hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's innovative design and durability
Restores fast pressure performance and system integrity, translating to better pumping through
less energy Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New
Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: D. Catalog: F.

